
SUMP SHARK  
ACCESSORIES

CECOR has a full inventory of 
parts and accessories (sold  
separately) to extend the life 
and enhance the performance 
of its Sump Sharks. 

The various nozzles – straight,  
flexible and flared – more  
thoroughly clean sump  
surfaces, nooks and crannies. 
Extend the reach of your Sump 
Shark with extender hoses. 

 

CECOR OFFERS EXTRA FILTERING
 

DISCHARGE FILTER (DF4) 
For additional filtering of industrial fluids. The DF4 filter 
easily couples to a CECOR Sump Shark’s existing dis-
charge port for second-stage filtering. It comes with nom-
inally rated 10- and 25-micron filter bags for finer filtering.  
The filter component can be easily attached (and  
removed) with no special tools needed.
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CECOR Filters “Take the Cake” | Understanding Sump Cleaner Filtering

An important function of sump cleaning is the ability to remove solids from industrial fluids (coolant,  
metalworking fluids, cutting fluids, etc.)  As our Sump Shark® sump cleaners suck out both fluids and solids, 
CECOR’s patented filter system removes the chips, swarf and other residue from the fluids.

When evaluating different manufacturers’ sump cleaners and filtering, be sure to compare apples-to-apples. 
Effective filtering is a complex process. Just shopping the “lowest micron filter” is not the right strategy.
Too fine of a filter in the wrong application will reduce pumping flow, and could stop flow altogether making 
sump cleaning a pain. 

Most manufacturers use a nominal rating to measure a filter’s efficiency,  
which indicates the removal of a certain percentage of particles of a certain  
micron size (i.e. 60% of 25 micron particles). The challenge is that the  
figures must be expressed together to be meaningful, which is rarely the  
case. A nominal figure expressed without a percentage is meaningless. 

CECOR has innovated an effective filter that is based on filter pore size  
(absolute rating). Upon first glance, our filters might not seem efficient  
because our filters are rated 250 and 500 microns. Our filters can actually  
filter particles much smaller due to the “cake,” which builds 
up on the filter as dirty coolant passes through the filter. 

The cake actually makes the filter more efficient allowing it to  
trap even finer particles. Therefore, depending on application,  
our absolute 99% efficient 500 micron bag could also be 80%  
efficient removing 20 micron particles, thus also being  
considered a nominal 20 micron filter.

Caution: Machines must not be used for flammable fluids (fuels, paints, solvents, etc). Avoid use in extra-high temperature  
or spark-hazard environments (ovens, welding areas, etc). 23
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